Name: Casey Mizell
Full Pay Rate: $250.00

Half Day Pay Rate: $187.50

Full Day vs. Half Day
Each Crew member will be paid for a block of time. Half day 0-8 hours or Full day 8 + hours. This time frame will not include set
-up/ break down as you will be paid separately for that time. This time period is strictly the time of the event.

Convention Teacher: NO
Pay Rate: $0
Convention Classes
Crew members chosen to teach convention classes will be required to submit music and choreography at the start of the season.
This will be the class that is taught at each city. Most convention classes are taught during the time we are setting up the event.
We ask that you bring your music and wear appropriate clothing and shoes including one piece of current Precision Arts, Inc logo
wear.

Set Up:

Specified by Itinerary

Set-Up/ Break Down - $25.00 per event ($50.00 total)
Crew members and judges (if applicable) will be paid to set-up/ break down separate from the day pay.

Drivers:

Specified by Itinerary

Drivers - $50.00 per event
Those asked to drive a vehicle provided by Precision will be paid to do so. If you are asked to drive it is understood that the itinerary provided by Precision will be followed. Any changes to the schedule can only be made by the PRODUCER. If driving for Precision you are responsible for the crew members in your vehicle. At no time are you allowed to leave crew member without
transportation. Drivers will be provided with a confirmation number under the name Precision Arts. At no time should a Crew
Member put a credit card on file with Enterprise when renting a car through Precision Arts. IPASSES are provided when needed. If
there is a problem please contact Kimber Larson. Enterprise vehicles must not leave prior to 6:00a the day following the event.
Truck drivers must only drive between the hours of 6:00a and 10:00p.

Loaders:

Specified by Itinerary

Loaders - $25.00 each partial load/ partial unload or $50.00 each full load/ unload
Precision will compensate 1 loader to load and unload the truck at the shop per event.

Bonus Time: Specified by Event
Bonus Time—$50.00
If an event exceeds 12 hours each Crew Member will receive a $50.00 bonus per hour after 12 hours. The time is measured from
the START of the first competitive routine to the START of the last awards ceremony.

Travel time:

Specified by Event

Driving/ Train/ Super Bus to an event: Crew members are paid $8.25 per hour to travel from the departing location and return to
the same location. (If a Crew Member chooses to drive themselves in their own vehicle they will receive NO compensation and
this must be approved by Kimber Larson.)

Air Travel: Crew members are not paid for travel hours when traveling by air. Tickets will be purchased by Precision under Crew
Member’s name. If a crew member must cancel for any reason they UNDERSTAND that they must reimburse Precision Arts, Inc
the cost of the ticket and taxes. At that time the flight confirmation number will be given to Crew member when the ticket is purchased from Southwest Airlines.

Signature: _________________________________________

Date: _____________

